CALL FOR PAPERS
“Advancing Digital Society with Advanced Technologies”

The joint conference event, ICSECS and ICoCSIM, serves as a forum for an international community of researchers, academicians, scientists, students, practitioners and vendors on all aspects of Software Engineering, Computer Systems, Computational Science and Information Management research, with the theme of ‘Advancing Digital Society with Advanced Technologies’.

CONFERENCE TRACKS

ICSECS 2021
Track 1: Internet of Things, Big Data, Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence
Track 2: Network and Communication
Track 3: Multimedia, Image Processing, and Control & Robotics
Track 4: Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering
Track 5: Cyber Security and Privacy
Track 6: Information Management and E-Learning
Track 7: Other Related Topics

ICOCSIM 2021
Computational Science
- Theoretical computer science
- Theory of computation
- Information and coding theory
- Algorithms and data structures
- Programming language theory
- Formal methods
- Concurrent, parallel and distributed systems
- Computer systems and network
- Grid and cloud computing
- ... and many more

Information Management
- Information and Data Management
- Knowledge Based System
- Knowledge Engineering
- Knowledge Audit
- Knowledge Flow Analysis
- Knowledge Representation
- Information systems development
- Information systems security
- Information systems iteration
- ... and many more

All accepted and presented papers will be submitted to IEEE Xplore for Publication.

At least one of the authors of any accepted paper is required to register and present the paper at the conference.

The extended versions of selected papers will be considered for fast-track publication in some prestige journals [SCI/El indexed].

CONFERENCE FEE

STUDENT
Local - USD190 / RM760
International - USD220 / RM800

ACADEMIC/INDUSTRY
Local - USD215 / RM860
International - USD250 / RM900

REGISTRATION/SUBMISSION

ICSECS 2021
https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icsecs2021

ICOCSIM 2021
https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icocsim2021

FURTHER INFORMATION

Secretariat of ICSECS-ICOCSIM 2021
Faculty of Computing
Universiti Malaysia Pahang
26600, Pekan, Pahang Darul Makmur Malaysia

Phone: +609- 424 4651
Fax: +609- 424 4666
Email : icsecs@ump.edu.my
icocsim@ump.edu.my
URL : https://icsecs.ump.edu.my
https://icocsim.ump.edu.my
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